Relationship

*t.integer :id
Person

*t.integer :original_certainty (in % form such as 78)

*t.integer :id

*t.integer :person1_index (FK - person)

*t.string :first_name (:minimum => 1)

*t.integer :person2_index (FK - person, not the same as person 1)

t.string :last_name (:minimum => 1 if present)

*t.integer :created_by (FK - user)

*t.integer :created_by (FK - user)

*t.integer :max_certainty (default is original certainty, this is a summary field updated based on the certainties of the relationship types added when user_rel_contribs were added)
*t.integer :start_year (between 1400 and 1800)

A person may or may not have a relationship. There is one person 1 in the relationship

t.text :historical_significance

t.string :start_month

t.text :rel_sum, :default => [].to_yaml (summary field of all the relationships that this person has and their relationship types)

t.integer :start_day

A person may or may not have a relationship. There is one person 2 in the relationship

t.string :prefix (:minimum => 2 if present)
t.string :suffix (:minimum => 1 if present)

*t.integer :end_year (between 1400 and 1800)

*t.text :search_names_all (this field is necessary because of aliases; also monarchs cannot have a constructed name; typeahead fields should be very versatile)

t.string :end_month

t.string :title

t.integer :end_day

*t.string :birth_year_type ["BF", "AF","IN","CA","BF/IN","AF/IN","NA"]

*t.text :justification (:minimum => 4 on create and if present)

*t.string :ext_birth_year

A person has many notes about them

*t.integer :approved_by (FK - user)

t.string :alt_birth_year

*t.datetime :approved_on

*t.string :death_year_type ["BF", "AF","IN","CA","BF/IN","AF/IN","NA"]

t.text :types_list, :default => [].to_yaml (this is a summary fields of all the types that are associated with a relationship such as Sister, Friend)

*t.string :ext_death_year

t.integer :edge_birthdate_certainty (this is 0 or 1)

t.string :alt_death_year

*t.boolean :is_approved, :default => false

*t.string :gender ["female", "male","other"]

*t.boolean :is_active, :default => true

t.text :justification (:minimum => 4 if present)

*t.boolean :is_rejected, :default => false

t.integer :approved_by (FK - user)

*t.text :edited_by_on (last edit to the entity)

t.datetime :approved_on

*t.string :start_date_type ["BF", "AF","IN","CA","BF/IN","AF/IN","NA"] (*this field is required if start date is present)

t.integer :odnb_id

*t.string :end_date_type ["BF", "AF","IN","CA","BF/IN","AF/IN","NA"] (*this field is required if end date is present)

*t.boolean :is_approved, :default => false
t.text :group_list, :default => [].to_yaml (summary field to display all groups a person is in)
*t.boolean :is_active, :default => true

A relationship can
have many relationship types

*t.boolean :is_rejected, :default => false
t.text :edited_by_on (last edit to the entity)

All relationship types have an inverse

User Person Contribs (notes about a person)

t.string :people, :display_name

*t.integer :id
User Rel Contrib (relationship type assignments with notes)

*t.integer :person_id (FK - person)

People can be a member of many groups

Relationship Type (ex. Sibling, Apprentice, Patron)

*t.integer :created_by (FK - user)

*t.integer :id

*t.integer :id

*t.text :annotation

*t.integer :relationship_id (FK - relationship)

*t.integer :relationship_type_inverse (such as "father of" on the record "son of") (FK - relationship type)

t.text :bibliography

*t.integer :created_by (FK - user)

t.integer :approved_by (FK - user)

*t.integer :certainty

*t.boolean :is_active, :default => true

*t.text :justification (:minimum => 10)

*t.boolean :is_rejected, :default => false

t.text :bibliography (:minimum => 10 if present)

*t.boolean :is_active, :default => true

t.text :edited_by_on, :default => [].to_yaml (summary field of all edits made to this entity )

*t.integer :relationship_type_id (FK - relationship type))

*t.integer :approved_by (FK - user)

*t.integer :start_year (between 1400 and 1800)

*t.datetime :approved_on

t.string :start_month

*t.boolean :is_approved, :default => false

t.integer :start_day

*t.integer :created_by (FK - user)

*t.integer :end_year (between 1400 and 1800)

*t.boolean :is_active, :default => true

t.string :end_month

*t.boolean :is_rejected, :default => false

t.integer :end_day

*t.text :edited_by_on (last edit to the entity )

Group Assignment

A relationship type
can be assigned to
many relationships

*t.integer :id

*t.integer :approved_by (FK - User)

*t.integer :created_by (FK - user)

*t.date :approved_on

*t.integer :group_id (FK - group)

*t.boolean :is_approved, :default => true

*t.integer :person_id (FK - person)

*t.boolean :is_active, :default => true

*t.integer :start_year

*t.boolean :is_rejected, :default => false

t.string :start_month

*t.text :edited_by_on (last edit to the entity)

t.integer :start_day

*t.string :start_date_type ["BF", "AF","IN","CA","BF/IN","AF/IN","NA"]

*t.integer :end_year

*t.string :end_date_type ["BF", "AF","IN","CA","BF/IN","AF/IN","NA"]

*t.integer :default_rel_category (FK - relationship category)
*t.string :name (:minimum => 3)
t.text :description

A relationship type can have many relationship categories

Relationship Category Assignment

t.string :end_month

*t.integer :id

t.integer :end_day

*t.integer :relationship_category_id (FK - relationship category)

t.integer :approved_by (FK - user)

approved by

t.datetime :approved_on

*t.integer :relationship_type_id (FK - relationship type)
*t.integer :created_by (FK - user)

*t.boolean :is_approved

*t.string :approved_by (FK - user)

*t.boolean :is_active, :default => true

*t.string :approved_on

*t.boolean :is_rejected, :default => false

*t.boolean :is_approved, :default => false

t.text :edited_by_on (last edit to the entity)

created by

*t.string :start_date_type ["BF", "AF","IN","CA","BF/IN","AF/IN","NA"]
*t.string :end_date_type ["BF", "AF","IN","CA","BF/IN","AF/IN","NA"]

approved by

*t.boolean :is_active, :default => true
*t.boolean :is_rejected, :default => false
*t.text :edited_by_on (last edit to the entity)

created by

Groups can have many group members
created by
Group (ex. Royal Society, Puritan)

User

*t.integer :id

A relationship category can apply to many relationship types

*t.integer :id

created by

*t.integer :created_by (FK - user)

t.text :about_description

*t.string :name (:minimum => 3)

t.string :affiliation

*t.text :description

*t.string :email (:with => /^[\w]([^@\s,;]+)@(([a-z0-9.-]+\.)+(com|edu|org|net|gov|mil|biz|info))$/i)

approved by

approved by

t.text :justification (:minimum => 4 if present)

*t.string :first_name (:minimum => 1)

created by

*t.integer :start_year (between 1400 and 1800)

*t.boolean :is_active

approved by

*t.integer :end_year (between 1400 and 1800)

created by

t.string :approved_by (FK - user)

approved by

t.string :approved_on
*t.boolean :is_approved, :default => false

Relationship Category (ex. Familial, Legal)

*t.string :last_name (:minimum => 1)

created by

*t.integer :id

*t.string :password (*required on create only not for updates because otherwise admin cannot update), :with => /^(?=.*\d)(?=.*([a-z]|[A-Z]))([\x20-\x7E]){6,}$/,
:message => "Your password must include at least one number, at least one letter, and at least 7 characters." if password present only)

approved by

*t.string :name
t.text :description

*t.string :password_confirmation (*required on create only not for updates because otherwise admin cannot update), (confirmation: true if password present)

created by

*t.boolean :is_approved, :default => false

t.text :person_list, :default => [].to_yaml (summary field of all people in that group)

created by

*t.string :password_hash

approved by

*t.integer :approved_by (FK - user)

*t.boolean :is_active, :default => true

approved by

*t.string :password_salt

*t.datetime :approved_on

*t.boolean :is_rejected, :default => false

approved by

*t.string :user_type ["Standard", "Curator","Admin"] (default is standard user)

*t.integer :created_by (FK -user)

t.text :edited_by_on (last edit to the entity)

created by

t.string :prefix

*t.boolean :is_active, :default => true

approved by

t.string :orcid

*t.boolean :is_rejected, :default => false

created by

*t.string :username (:minimum => 6), (:with => /^[-\w\._@]+$/i, :message => "Your username should only contain letters, numbers, or .-_@")

*t.text :edited_by_on (last edit to the entity)

*t.string :start_date_type ["BF", "AF","IN","CA","BF/IN","AF/IN","NA"]
*t.string :end_date_type ["BF", "AF","IN","CA","BF/IN","AF/IN","NA"]

*t.boolean :is_curator, :default => false (this field is to check if we should ask the user if they want to become a curator later or if they already refused)
approved by

*t.boolean :curator_revoked, :default => false (these users can never become curators by opting into it)

A group can have many associated group categories

A group can
have many annotation
Group Category Assignment

created by

*t.integer :id
*t.integer :group_id (FK - group)
*t.integer :group_category_id (FK - group category)
*t.integer :created_by (FK - user)
User Group Contrib (notes about a group)

*t.integer :approved_by (FK - user)
t.string :approved_on

*t.integer :id

*t.boolean :is_approved, :default => false

*t.integer :group_id (FK - group)

*t.boolean :is_active, :default => true

*t.integer :created_by (FK - user)

*t.boolean :is_rejected, :default => false

*t.text :annotation (:minimum => 10)

*t.text :edited_by_on (last edit to the entity)

t.text :bibliography (:minimum => 10 if present)
*t.integer :approved_by (FK - user)
*t.datetime :approved_on

A group category can be associated with many groups

*t.boolean :is_approved, :default => true

Entity Relationship Diagram for Six Degrees of Francis Bacon as of 12-10-15
Legend:
Person-Associated Entities: Orange
Relationship-Associated Entities: Green
Group-Associated Entities: Purple
User Entity: White

*t.boolean :is_active, :default => true
*t.boolean :is_rejected, :default => false
*t.text :edited_by_on (last edit to the entity)
Group Category (ex. Religious, Intellectual?)

*t.integer :id

FK = Foreign Key
* = Required field; some of these fields are automatically generated.
Summary field = This field is automatically updated as a result of a callback of that entity or another related entity

*t.string :name
t.text :description
*t.integer :created_by (FK - user)

Note: Entities for future features (i.e. flags, edit histories) are not included in this diagram

*t.string :approved_by (FK - user)
*t.string :approved_on
*t.boolean :is_approved, :default => false

None are required, can have many

*t.boolean :is_active, :default => true
*t.boolean :is_rejected, :default => false

Must have at least 1 can have more

*t.text :edited_by_on (last edit to the entity)

Must have 1 and only 1, belongs to

